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In this paper we construct a large family of complete arcs. Let p be a prime. For any
integer k satisfying
[2.46 ) ln p )p3@4]4k4C
p#7
3 D#1,
there exists a complete arc of size k in PG(2, p). ( 1999 Academic Press1. INTRODUCTION
A k-arc in a projective plane of order q is a set of k points no three of which
are collinear. The maximum number of points that a k-arc can have is q#1,
for q odd, and q#2, for q even. A k-arc with this number of points is called an
oval. A k-arc is called complete if it is not contained in a (k#1)-arc.
Let m@(2, q) and n(2, q) denote the size of the largest and the smallest
non-oval complete arc of PG(2, q). Hirshfeld conjectured that a complete
k-arc exists in PG(2, q) for all values in the interval [n(2, q), m@(2, q)].
If q is not a square number then the best lower bound for m@(2, q) is
m@(2, q)5(q#2Jq)/2. The complete arcs yielding this bound contain half
the points of an elliptic cubic (see Voloch [10]). From the result of Voloch it
follows that for any prime p’175 and any integer k satisfying
(Jp!1)2/2(k((Jp#1)2/2,
1
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2 E¤ VA HADNAGYthere exists a complete k-arc. For suƒciently large primes p, Szo? nyi [7]
improved this interval to
[p/3]#34k4[p/2]#1.
The aim of this paper is to determine another large interval such that every
k from it is a size of a complete k-arc in PG(2, p). To do this we Þx an
irreducible cubic curveH in PG(2, p) and show how to construct a big family
of point-sets K onH so that K is an arc and the chords of K cover all points
in the plane apart from those lying on H and on a special line. Then we
obtain a complete arc by adding some extra points to K. Our main result is
the following.
THEOREM 1.1. ‚et p be a prime. For any integer k satisfying
[2.46 ) ln p ) p3@4]4k4C
p#7
3 D#1,
there exists a complete arc of size k in PG(2, p).
Theorem 1.1 together with the previous results due to Voloch and Szo? nyi
has the following consequence.
COROLLARY 1.2. ‚et p be a prime. For any integer k satisfying
[2.46 ) ln p )p3@4]4k4(Jp#1)2/2,
there exists a complete arc of size k points in PG(2, p).
Note that this interval is not empty for p greater than 5 ) 108 only.
2. POINTS COVERED BY CHORDS OF A CUBIC CURVE
IN PG(2, p)
For a positive integer c ) p (0(c(1), let K consist of the points
M(x, x3, 1) :x"0,2, c ) pN on the rational cubic curve H of equation
‰Z2"X3. We prove that K is extendable to a maximal arc with at most
v1/cw!1 points.
2.1. Aƒne Points
In this section we are going to show that for a suƒciently big c the chords
of K cover all aƒne points not lying on H.
SMALL COMPLETE ARCS IN PG(2, p) 3Let P NH be P (a, b, 1) (a3Ob). Then P
1
(x
1
, x3
1
, 1)3K, P
2
(x
2
, x3
2
, 1)3K,
where (x
1
Ox
2
) and P (a, b, 1) are collinear if
a(x2
1
#x
1
x
2
#x2
2
)!x
1
x2
2
!x2
1
x
2
!b"0.
We want to get a solution for this equation satisfying 04x
1
(x
2
4c ) p for
all P(a, b, 1) (a3Ob). We estimate the number of such solutions of
f (X, ‰ )"a (X2#X‰#‰2)!X‰2!X2‰!b"0 if XO‰.
THEOREM 2.1. In PG(2, p), there is a point (x
1
, y
1
) with 0(x
1
Oy
1
(c ) p
on the curve C with equation f (X, ‰)"0 provided that
c’
J3#(6Jp#9)ln2 p
Jp!1
.
Proof. It is straightforward to check that the cubic curve C with equation
f (x, y)"0 is absolutely irreducible. Next we estimate the number of points of
C with coordinates over GF(p) by using two general results on GF(q)-
rational points of algebraic curves deÞned over GF(q).
THEOREM OF HASSE—WEIL. If f is an absolutely irreducible projective curve
of degree n deÞned over GF(q), and N denotes the number of points of f that
belong to GF(q), then
Dq#1!N D4(n!1) (n!2)Jq.
THEOREM OF SMITH. ‚et p be an odd prime and denote by C the set of points
x"(x
1
,2, xn) satisfying 04xi(p (i"1,2, n). ‚et C*"CCM(0,2, 0)N.…e deÞne a box B in C as the set of all points x3C, which satisfy
04v
i
4x
i
(v
i
#h
i
4p (i"1,2, n). ‚et f (X) be a polynomial in n variables
(X"(X
1
,2, Xn), 04Xi(p, i"1,2, n). Denote by N the number of X3B
for which f (X)"0 (mod p). „hen
N (B)"DB D
DC D
N (C)# 1
DC D
+
c3C*
S
n
( f, c)Ec(B), (1)
(see Theorem 1 of [2]) where
Ec(B)" +
a3B
e2ni/p ) (!a ) c) and S
n
( f, c)" +
f (x)"0
e2ni/p ) (!c )x),
4 E¤ VA HADNAGYwhere the sum extends over all x satisfying f (x)"0, and c )x denotes the
ordinary inner product of c and x.
To apply SmithÕs theorem, an upper bound for the expression on the right
side of (1) is needed. For this reason we state Lemmas 1 and 2.
LEMMA 1.
+
c3C*
DEc(B) D4Bpn ) lnn p. (2)
Here B is an absolute constant depending only on n. In our case n"2. If
p’59, then B"1 is a good choice (see section 3 of [2]).
We also need the following result:
LEMMA 2 (Lemma 1 of [6]). ‚et f (X) and t (X, ‰) be polynomials over
GF(p), where deg t"d
1
, deg f"d
2
, 14d
1
, d
2
(p and suppose t (X, ‰) has
no linear factors. If
S ( f, t)" +
t (x, y)"0
e2ni/p ) f (x),
then
DS( f, t)D4(d2
1
#2d
1
d
2
!3d
1
)p1@2#d2
1
. (3)
In our case f (X, ‰)"c
1
X#c
2
‰ for some c"(c
1
, c
2
). To be able to use
the previous lemma, f will be transformed into a function of one variable. If
c
2
"0, then f is already such a function. Otherwise we apply a non-singular
linear transformation
t(X, ‰ )"(”, » )"(c
1
X#c
2
‰, X ).
Let f @(” ) and t@(”, » ) be the images of f (X, ‰ ) and t (X, ‰ ). A linear
transformation does not change the number of linear factors of t, thus
t@(u, v) has no linear factors either. Now deg t@"3 and deg f @"1; so
S
n
( f @, c)4(9#2 ) 1 ) 3!3 ) 3)Jp#9"6Jp#9. (4)
Putting (1), (2) and (4) together gives
N (B)5c2p2
p2
(p#1!2Jp)! 1
p2
(6Jp#9)p2 ln2 p.
SMALL COMPLETE ARCS IN PG(2, p) 5According to Be« zoutÕs theorem, the curve meets the line y"x in at most
three points. Hence, the curve C contains a point P (x, y), xOy, in the
required interval provided that the number on the right side is bigger than 3.
Therefore
c2 ) (p#1!2Jp)!(6Jp#9) ln2 p’3,
which means that, for
c’
J3#(6Jp#9)ln2 p
Jp!1
, (5)
the chords of K cover all aƒne points not on H. j
2.2. Ideal Points
The aim of this section is to Þnd the ideal points covered by the chords
of K.
THEOREM 2.2. For c as big as in „heorem 2.1, the chords of K cover all ideal
points other than ‰
=
(0, 1, 0) and, for pI1 (mod 3), also X
=
(1, 0, 0).
The point ‰
=
(0, 1, 0) is on H. Let P"P(1, m, 0). Then P
1
(x
1
, x3
1
, 1)3K,
P
2
(x
2
, x3
2
, 1)3K, (where x
1
Ox
2
) and P (1, m, 0) are collinear if
x2
1
#x
1
x
2
#x2
2
!m"0.
If this quadratic form is absolutely irreducible, then it has the following
consequence. Otherwise we suppose that
f (X, ‰)"X2#X‰#‰2!m
is reducible in the form X2#X‰#‰2!m"(X!a‰#b) (X!c‰#d).
Comparison shows b"d"m"0. Hence, it remains to investigate the case
where the ideal point is X
=
(1, 0, 0). For pI1 (mod 3), X3"‰3 implies
X"‰ and hence no chord of K passes through X
=
. Instead, if p,1 (mod 3),
then X
=
lies on a chord of K. To show this, as X3!‰3"(X!‰)
(X!a‰) (X!c‰), we only need a pair (x, y) satisfying either x/y"a or
x/y"c. The existence of such a pair comes from the following result due to
Ge« za Ko« s:
THEOREM 2.3. If u
1
and u
2
are the roots of the quadratic equation
u2#u#1"0 (6)
6 E¤ VA HADNAGYin GF(p), then there exist integers x, y with 0(x, y(Jp such that either
xu
1
"y or xu
2
"y.
Proof. Let r"xJpy. First we prove that there exist a and b integers
such that 0(Da D, Db D4r and au
1
"b. We have (r#1)2’p numbers in the
form au
1
#b, where 04a, b4r, so there exist two of them, which are
equivalent modulo p : a
1
u
1
#b
1
,a
2
u
1
#b
2
(mod p). Thus a"a
1
!a
2
and
b"b
1
!b
2
can be chosen. The only problem is the sign of a and b. One of
them can be chosen to be positive, let this be a. If b’0 then let x"a and
y"b, and we have Þnished the proof.
Therefore it can be supposed that b(0. Let c"au
2
. From (6) we get
u
1
#u
2
"!1 and u
1
u
2
"1. (7)
Thus c"a(!1!u
1
)"!a!b. As the signs of a and b are opposite and the
absolute value of both is at most r, so Dc D4r. If c’0 then let x"a and y"c,
and we are done.
Therefore we may suppose that c(0. Since u
1
and u
2
are negative,
applying (7) gives
0(!au
1
"a (1#u
2
)"a#c(a
and
0(!au
2
"a (1#u
1
)"a#b(a;
therefore
(!au
1
) (!au
2
)"a2u
1
u
2
"a2,
which is a contradiction, because a24p. j
3. THE POINTS OF THE CUBIC CURVE
One can deÞne an abelian group written additively on the non-singular
points of a cubic curve with a rational inßexion so that
A, B, C are collinear i⁄ A#B#C"0,
see [5]. The rational cubics yield the additive or multiplicative group of
GF(q) in this manner. With the terminology of abelian groups, arcs contained
in cubic curves correspond to 3-independent subsets (see [7]).
SMALL COMPLETE ARCS IN PG(2, p) 7DEFINITION 3.1. ‚et G be an abelian group. A subset „LG is called 3-
independent if
t
1
#t
2
#t
3
O0
for any set Mt
1
, t
2
, t
3
N of three distinct elements in „. A 3-independent subset is
maximal if it is not contained in a larger 3-independent subset.
EXAMPLE. Let p be an odd prime and k be the integer part of p/3. The set
„"M0, 1,2, k, k#1N is a maximal 3-independent subset of the additive
group modulo p (see [7]).
The above maximal 3-independent subset together with Theorems 2.1 and
2.2 leads to the following
THEOREM 3.2. For suƒciently large prime p, the set
K*"M(x, x3, 1) :x"0, 1,2, [p/3]#1NXM(0, 1, 0)N
is a complete arc for p,1 (mod 3), while K*XM(1, 0, 0)N is a complete arc for
pI1 (mod 3) (see [7]).
Our method explicitly gives a bound for p. From (5) for c"1/3 we get
p’1.7 ) 108.
We now construct a class of maximal 3-independent subsets of the additive
group modulo p.
CONSTRUCTION 3.3. ‚et k and m be integers such that k’0 and
(p#7)/(k#3)4m((p#7)/(k#2). …e construct the following set:
If k is even, let
„"M0,2,m!2NXMp!jm#4 : j"2,2, k/2#1N
XMlm!3 : l"2,2, k/2#1N.
If k is odd, let
„"M0,2,m!2NXMp!jm#4 : j"2,2, (k#3)/2N
XMlm!3 : l"2,2, (k#1)/2N.
…e take numbers of the types of p!jm#4 and lm!3 alternately until
p!jm#4’lm!3 for all j and l.
THEOREM 3.4. If m’5 is not a divisor of p#9 and p#12, then „ is
a 3-independent set of size m!1#k.
8 E¤ VA HADNAGYProof. Let „
1
, „
2
and „
3
denote three subsets of „ :
„
1
"M0,2,m!2N;
„
2
"Mlm!3 : l"2,2, k/2#1 or (k#1)/2N depending on the parity of k;
„
3
"Mp!jm#4 : l"2,2,k/2#1 or (k#3)/2N depending on the parity
of k.
Let us take three distinct numbers a
1
, a
2
and a
3
from „
1
X„
2
X„
3
. We
have to prove that a
1
#a
2
#a
3
O0 modulo p.
1. a
1
, a
2
, a
3
3„
1
:
a
1
#a
2
#a
3
50#1#2"3,
a
1
#a
2
#a
3
4m!2#m!3#m!4"3m!9(3 )
p#7
1#2!9(
p, because k51.
2. a
1
, a
2
3„
1
, a
3
3„
2
:
a
1
#a
2
#a
3
50#1#lm!3’0,
a
1
#a
2
#a
3
4m!2#m!3#lm!3(2m!5#p!2m#4"
p!1.
3. a
1
, a
2
3„
1
, a
3
3„
3
:
a
1
#a
2
#a
3
50#1#p!jm#4’0,
a
1
#a
2
#a
3
4m!2#m!3#p!2m#4"p!1.
4. a
1
3„
1
, a
2
3„
2
, a
3
3„
3
:
a
1
#a
2
#a
3
50#2m!3#p!jm#4’0,
a
1
#a
2
#a
3
4m!2#lm!3#p!2m#44m!2#p!2m#
4#p!2m#4"2p!3m#6(2p,
thus suppose that a
1
#a
2
#a
3
"p. From a
1
#lm!3#p!jm#
4"p we get a
1
"( j!l )m!1. But j!l is an integer and 04a
1
4m!2,
which is a contradiction.
5. a
1
3„
1
, a
2
, a
3
3„
2
: If there exist at least two numbers in „
2
, then
k54 and
a
1
#a
2
#a
3
50#2m!3#3m!3"5m!6’0,
a
1
#a
2
#a
3
4m!2#lm!3#(l!1)m!3"2lm!84(k#2)
m!8(p#7!8"p!1.
6. a
1
3„
1
, a
2
, a
3
3„
3
: If there exist at last two numbers in „
3
, then k53
and
a
1
#a
2
#a
3
50#p!jm#4#p!( j!1)m#4"2p!(2j!1)
m#8’p,
a
1
#a
2
#a
3
4m!2#p!2m#4#p!3m#4"2p!4m#6
(2p.
7. a
1
3„
2
, a
2
, a
3
3„
3
:
a
1
#a
2
#a
3
"lm!3#p!j
1
m#4#p!j
2
m#4"2p#(l!j
1!j
2
)m#5. The sum cannot be p or 3p, only 2p. Then (l!j
1
!j
2
)m"!5. If
m’5, then (l!j
1
!j
2
)m can be 0 or !m but not !5.
8. a
1
3„
3
, a
2
, a
3
3„
2
:
a
1
#a
2
#a
3
"p!jm#4#l
1
m!3#l
2
m!3"p#(l
1
#l
2
!j )
SMALL COMPLETE ARCS IN PG(2, p) 9m!2. Similarly, as in the previous case, this is never congruent to 0modulo p
if m’2.
9. a
1
, a
2
, a
3
3„
2
:
a
1
#a
2
#a
3
"p!j
1
m#4#p!j
2
m#4#p!j
3
m#4"3p!( j
1#j
2
#j
3
)m#12. This is non-zero modulo p if p#12 is not divisible
by m.
10. a
1
, a
2
, a
3
3„
3
:
a
1
#a
2
#a
3
"l
1
m!3#l
2
m!3#l
3
m!3"(l
1
#l
2
#l
3
)m!9.
This is non-zero modulo p if p#9 is not divisible by m. j
THEOREM 3.5. „ is a maximal 3-independent set.
Proof. To prove that „ is maximal, we Þnd for all t N„ distinct elements
x
1
, x
2
of „ such that
x
1
#x
2
#t"0.
1. m!14t(2m!3:
Let x
1
"p!2m#4. Since p!m#34t#x
1
(p#1, there exists
x
2
3„
1
, for which x
1
#x
2
#t"0.
2. (l!1)m!3(t(lm!3:
Let x
1
"p!lm#4. Since p!m#1(t#x
1
(p#1 there exists
x
2
3„
1
, for which x
1
#x
2
#t"0.
3. If k is even, j"k/2#1 and (k/2#1)m!3(t(p!
(k/2#1)m#4:
Let x
1
"(k/2#1)m!3. Since p#1!m"p#7!m!64
(k#2)m!6"2(k/2#1)m!6(t#x
1
(p#1 there exists x
2
3„
1
, for
which x
1
#x
2
#t"0.
4. If k is odd, j"(k#3)/2 and (k#1)/2 )m!3(t(p!
(k#3)/2 )m#4:
Let x
1
"p!(k#3)/2 )m#4. Since p#1!m(t#x1(2p!
(k#3)m#84p#1 there exists x
2
3„
1
, for which x
1
#x
2
#t"0.
5. p!( j#1)m#4(t(p!jm#4:
Let x
1
"jm!3. Since p!m#1(t#x
1
(p#1 there exists
x
2
3„
1
, for which x
1
#x
2
#t"0.
6. p!2m#4(t4p!m#2:
Let x
1
"m!2. Since p!m#2(t#x
1
4p there exists x
2
3„
1
, for
which x
1
#x
2
#t"0.
7. p!m#2(t4p:
Let x
1
"0. There exists x
2
3„
1
, for which x
1
#x
2
#t"0. j
10 E¤ VA HADNAGYTHEOREM 3.6. ‚et p be a prime, and let v"
J3#(6Jp#9)ln2 p
Jp!1
. For
any integer s satisfying
v#p#7
v
!4(s4C
p#7
3 D
there exists a maximal 3-independent set of cardinality s.
Proof. The left side of the inequality comes from the bound (5).
There do not exist 3 numbers in „
2
and „
3
if k46. In this case we can
omit the extra divisibility conditions of the previous theorem.
Otherwise let us suppose that k57. We can Þnd k and m integers, such
that s"m#k!1, (p#7)/(k#3)4m((p#7)/(k#2) and m is neither
a divisor of p#9 nor of p#12. Let k
0
"[(p#7)/s]!2 and
m
0
"s!k
0
#1. We have m
0
((p#7)/(k
0
#2) and s’(p#7)/(k
0
#3). If
m
0
5(p#7)/(k
0
#3), then we are done.
If m
0
((p#7)/(k
0
#3), then let k
1
"k
0
#1 and m
1
"m
0
!1. We have
m
1
(m
0
((p#7)/(k
0
#3)"(p#7)/(k
1
#2) and m
1
(k
1
#3)"(s!k
0
)
(k
0
#4)"s(k
0
#3)#s!k2
0
!4k
0
. If s!k2
0
!4k
0
’0, then this expression
is greater than p#7, because of the magnitude of s and k
0
coming from the
theorem of Smith.
The pair (m, k) ((m
0
, k
0
) or (m
1
, k
1
)) satisÞes s"m#k!1 and
(p#7)/(k#3)4m((p#7)/(k#2). If m is neither a divisor of p#9 nor of
p#12, then we have Þnished the proof. Otherwise let us suppose that
mu"p#9 or mu"p#12. Now (p#7)/(k#3)4(p#9)/u((p#7)/
(k#2) or (p#7)/(k#3)4(p#12)/u((p#7)/(k#2). The magnitude of
k implies that u"k#3. In this case either m"(p#9)/(k#3) or
m"(p#12)/(k#3). Let m*"m!1 and k*"k!1. The magnitude of
k (which is greater than 2 but smaller than C ) p1@4) implies that
s"m*#k*!1 and (p#7)/(k*#3)4m*((p#7)/(k*#2).
In the following we will show that m* does not divide p#9 or p#12.
Supposing the opposite, according to the previous calculations we have
m*(k*#3)"p#9 or p#12. So both m(k#3) and (m!1) (k#4) are either
p#9 or p#12. This is a contradiction, because the magnitudes of m
and k implies that their di⁄erence m!k!4 has absolute value greater
than 3. j
COROLLARY 3.7. ‚et p be a prime. For any integer k satisfying
[2.46 ) ln p ) p3@4]4k4C
p#7
3 D#1,
there exists a complete k-arc in PG(2, p).
SMALL COMPLETE ARCS IN PG(2, p) 114. APPLICATIONS
From Theorems 3.2 and 3.6, the set K"M(x, x2, 1) :x"1,2, c ) pN is an arc
in PG(2, p) provided that c satisÞes certain conditions. The aim is to extend
K to a complete arc by adding as few points as possible. Two ideal points are
enough if 1/3(c(1/2 and p is suƒciently large (see [7]). The question is
how large p should be. To prove that no aƒne point can be added, we
consider a point P (a, b, 1) (a2Ob). The collinearity of P
1
(x
1
, x2
1
, 1),
P
2
(x
2
, x2
2
, 1), x
1
Ox
2
and P (a, b, 1) gives
a(x
1
#x
2
)!x
1
x
2
!b"0.
We estimate the number of solutions of the f (X, ‰ )"a (X#‰)!
X‰!b"0. Simple computation shows that f has a point for which
0(XO‰(c ) p, if
N (B)5c2p2
p2
(p#1)! 1
p2
(2Jp#4)p2 ln2 p’2.
This means that
c’
J2#(2Jp#4)ln2 p
Jp#1
.
From c"1/3 we get p’3 ) 107. Note that the bound p’3 ) 107 is suƒcient
for the constructions in [7], [8] and [9].
Faina constructed a cap from the plane arcs, described above. Thus the
bound p’3 ) 107 can also be applied for that cap. Finally I prove that no
ideal points can be added to the cap constructed by Faina [3].
PROPOSITION 4.1. ‚et p’3 ) 107 be a prime, let j be a Þxed integer satisfy-
ing p/3(j(p/2 and let a be a non-square element of GF(p). „hen the set
deÞned by
K"M(x, y, x2!ay2, 1) Dx"0, 1,2, jNXM(1, 0, 2j#1, 0), (1, 0,!1, 0)N
is a complete cap of PG(3, p).
Proof. Faina proved in [3] that only ideal points can be added to K.
On the ideal line x
2
"x
4
"0 we have two points of K, thus we take an
ideal point P (a, 1, b, 0) not lying on this line. For such a P we want to Þnd
two points of K such that these three points are on a common line.
P
1
(x
1
, y
1
, x2
1
!ay2
1
, 1), P
2
(x
2
, y
2
, x2
2
!ay2
2
, 1), (where y
1
Oy
2
) and P (a, 1, b, 0)
12 E¤ VA HADNAGYare collinear if
x
2
!x
1
"a (y
2
!y
1
) and b!a (x
1
#x
2
)#a (y
1
#y
2
)"0.
We can even Þx x
1
and x
2
(they must be equal if a"0) and Þnd a solution of
the arising linear system of equations for y
1
and y
2
. If aO0, then the solution
is unique, and pO2 implies y
1
Oy
2
. If a"0, then there are many solutions,
so we can Þnd one where y
1
Oy
2
. j
Note that the above bounds are unnecessary. Complete caps in the same
range (without bounds on p) have been constructed by Faina and Pam-
bianco, see [4].
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